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Building a Better Future:
York University Academic Plan 2020-2025
The University Academic Plan (UAP) 2020-2025 is about coming together to make positive change
for our students, our campuses, and our local and global communities.
This UAP is launching at a moment of unprecedented trial for human and planetary health,
security, well-being, and understanding. In the midst of both a global pandemic and an
international mobilization against anti-Black racism, our York University community has
demonstrated extraordinary creativity, solidarity, and dedication to serving the public good while
caring for all people, including the most marginalized and vulnerable. As a leading generator of
knowledge and exemplar of social responsibility, York seeks to bring expertise from across
disciplines to build new tools and strategies to tackle the myriad dimensions of these historic
crises. Notwithstanding the restraints imposed by physical distancing, we are truly coming
together as a resilient community. In the process, we are proving once again York's commitment
to an enduring and distinctive set of core values:
•
•
•
•
•

We strive for Excellence in fulfilling all aspects of our mission.
We are Progressive, encouraging open minded inquiry, innovative approaches, and forward
looking solutions.
We champion Diversity and Inclusivity, embracing differing perspectives, peoples, and ways
of knowing, and fostering global fluencies and cross-cultural knowledges.
We are passionate about advancing Social Justice and Equity through critical insight,
creative problem solving, and socially responsible action.
We uphold Sustainability - environmental, social, and fiscal - as a vital compass for decisions
and initiatives.

These values are embedded in York University’s Mission and Vision statements:

Mission

The mission of York University is the pursuit, preservation, and dissemination of knowledge. We
promise excellence in research and teaching in pure, applied, and professional fields. We test the
boundaries and structures of knowledge. We cultivate the critical intellect. York University is part
of Toronto: we are dynamic, metropolitan, and multi-cultural. York University is part of Canada:
we encourage bilingual study, we value diversity. York University is open to the world: we explore
global concerns. A community of faculty, students, staff, alumni, and volunteers committed to
academic freedom, social justice, accessible education, and collegial self-governance. York
University makes innovation its tradition. Tentanda Via: The way must be tried.

Vision

York's vision is to provide a broad sociodemographic of students with access to a high quality
education at a research intensive University that is committed to enhancing the well-being of the
communities we serve.
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The Journey to 2020

After a decade of rapid development York has arrived as a fully comprehensive, researchintensive, multi-campus, urban University. We combine groundbreaking scholarship, discovery,
and artistic creation with renowned strengths in community engaged and industry partnered
research for maximum social and economic impact.
We are a full spectrum University, increasingly recognized for excellence in health, engineering,
and sciences, while we continue to lead in liberal arts, creative and performing arts, and
professional studies. The comprehensive strengths of our Keele campus are enhanced by our
bilingual Glendon campus, our downtown professional learning sites devoted to law and business,
our management education campus in Hyderabad, India and our eco-campus in Las Nubes, Costa
Rica.
York boasts one of the largest and most diverse undergraduate and graduate student bodies in
Canada, almost 18% of whom are now international students. Through the ingenuity of our
faculty, we have dramatically grown opportunities for students to access our programs virtually
from anywhere in the world, and to learn experientially through community placements, capstone
projects, and research internships. Students are embracing new programs in emerging areas like
Global Health, Indigenous Studies, Digital Media, and Management of Artificial Intelligence. Our
School of Continuing Studies has quickly become one of North America's largest and most
successful, offering cutting-edge and flexible pathways to education for adult learners looking to
retool their careers.
Through the growth of Innovation York, we have emerged as a thriving regional hub for
entrepreneurship and knowledge mobilization. We value our deep connections to local and global
partners, who work with us to contribute to the wellbeing of both people and communities. York
University has a global alumni network of over 325,000 people in more than 170 countries, who
are making a positive impact on their communities and excelling in every field of human
endeavour.

Our Next Chapter

York is entering a new phase of purposeful expansion in directions that anticipate the needs of
future learners, both locally and globally, as well as the evolving needs of society. We reassert our
foundational commitment to the arts, humanities, and social sciences not only as fields of inquiry
but as modes of apprehending human existence at this critical juncture. In addition, we will
launch a new campus in Markham centred on technology and entrepreneurship. We will develop
an integrated health precinct with partners in Vaughan. We will take steps to realize the potential
of the Lands for Learning at our flagship Keele Campus. We will elevate our international
partnerships and profile, and the global connectivity of our research and our graduates. To enable
this future-oriented vision, we will invest in robust professional development for our instructors
and in the significant renewal of our research and teaching infrastructure, both physical and
virtual.
York has scaled up its health-related teaching, research, and innovation based on a vision of
keeping more people healthier, longer. We are well placed over time to establish a medical school
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aligned with this vision, to serve one of Canada's fastest growing and most diverse regions through
a community-based care model that integrates physicians into broader health and wellbeing
promotion teams.
Focusing on the next five years, our UAP charts a path to positive change in relation to six
Priorities that are foundational to York University's mission, vision, and identity. For each Priority
the Plan explains why action is imperative and the key aims that will guide us. Permeating all six
Priorities is a theme of coming together as both a precondition and an outcome of fulfilling the
Plan. A better future must be rooted in strong relationships – among the members of our own
institution, across our multiple campuses, with our closest neighbours and Indigenous
communities, and with our burgeoning networks of partners near and far.
.Advancing the Sustainable Development Goals
In the spirit of coming together, the York community has
expressed a strong desire to bring our unique capacities to
bear on some of the most urgent issues facing the planet,
from climate change to inequality to truth and reconciliation
to forced migration, among others. Over the next five years,
we will challenge ourselves as a University to deepen our
collective contributions to the United Nations’ seventeen
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The York University
SDG Challenge will invite participation from all interested
members of our community. York is already recognized
globally for our excellence in SDG-relevant research,
education, innovation, and civic action. The SDG Challenge
will further elevate our engagement and project our
distinctive ethos as a community of changemakers.
Additional details are provided in the final section of the
Plan.

York University's Planning Ecosystem

The UAP 2020-2025 marks a new beginning. At the same time, it builds on the transformational
work already underway across the institution. This Plan is designed to function as a metadocument that links our existing academic plans and initiatives into a coherent whole. It embeds
and affirms the University’s Strategic Research Plan, its Indigenous Framework, its Sustainability
Strategy, and a new Internationalization & Global Engagement Strategy, among others. These
focused strategies are embraced as vital planning elements that complement the UAP as an
overarching meta-document, which charts our direction over the next five years.
Our UAP also informs our operational and budget plans. York is known as a leader in Integrated
Resource Planning (IRP), which ensures that our high-level strategies do not sit on a shelf but are
translated into concrete implementation plans. Every faculty and administrative unit has an IRP
that lays out the specific actions it is taking to embrace and implement the UAP with timelines and
regularly scheduled progress reports, so that our people and our financial resources are
continually aligned to support our stated academic priorities and goals.
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Six Priorities for Action

York University has an enduring commitment to critical inquiry and the pursuit of knowledge that
comes from many differing perspectives and ways of knowing. As a learning community, we
believe in the power of research, scholarship, creativity, education, and dialogue to transform
ourselves and the world around us for the better. We share a collective belief in the university as a
public trust.
Our new UAP is designed to uphold the fundamental values of the University, even as we evolve
our roles and reach to ensure our graduates are equipped for a future that will be defined by
dramatic change.
•
•
•
•
•

Climate and environmental change raise urgent questions for virtually every field of
endeavour and a need to come up with innovative solutions.
Digital inter-connectivity and physical mobility of people generate complexity but also
immense possibilities to accelerate collaboration and problem solving.
Technology is simultaneously enabling, enhancing, and disrupting every sphere of life and
work, as well as revolutionizing how we all learn, think, and create.
Global power shifts translate into local tensions and inequities, highlighting the need for
meaningful strategies to enhance international cooperation, economic inclusion, and social
cohesion.
The ethical and moral imperatives of social movements—such as #MeToo,
#BlackLivesMatter, among others—need to inform our policies and direction as an
academic community and as a force for good in the world.
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York University brings distinctive capabilities to the table to meet these challenges and uncover
the opportunities that lie within them. This UAP positions York clearly as an agent of positive
change for our students, for higher education, for society at large, and for the planet. We believe
that at this juncture, to make a better future, the world needs more of York University.
Each of the six Priorities focuses on a key dimension of positive change that York University will
pursue over the next five years. The Priorities are conceptualized as a wheel to reflect their fluidity
and interdependence. Each Priority depends upon the others to fully realize the UAP, just as we,
the community of YorkU, depend upon each other to thrive. The United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals envelop the wheel to depict York's longstanding commitment to building a
more just and sustainable future and to indicate how we are challenging ourselves over the life of
this Plan to elevate these contributions.
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21st Century Learning: Diversifying Whom, What, and How We Teach
EVERY YORK UNIVERSITY GRADUATE, REGARDLESS OF BACKGROUND OR FIELD OF STUDY,
MUST BE EQUIPPED WITH THE KNOWLEDGE, TRANSFERABLE SKILLS, AND VALUES TO
NAVIGATE A 21ST CENTURY WORLD IN WHICH CHANGE IS THE ONLY CONSTANT.

This Priority speaks to the unparalleled diversity of our student body as a source of pride and a
comparative advantage that differentiates York University as an institution. York has become a
global magnet for talented people drawn by our academic excellence, cosmopolitan character,
and commitment to making a positive difference. The next five years will see:
•
•

continued efforts to make York a more attractive destination for all potential students,
including Indigenous students and equity seeking groups; and
additional growth and diversification of our international student body, reaching our goal
of 20-25% of our students being international.

This Priority also highlights the value we place on diversity of thought. To prepare our students to
live, work, and act meaningfully in the world, we will:
•
•
•

continually reinvent our programs to address emerging issues and labour market needs
that call for new pedagogical approaches and cross-disciplinary thinking
pursue inclusive excellence by decolonizing curriculum and ensuring our graduates are
known for their global mindset, ethical judgment, and superior ability to integrate diverse
ideas and worldviews
build essential 21st century skills into our programs, including digital fluencies, information
literacies, critical thinking, and the ability to ask good questions, marshall evidence, and
communicate effectively across varied media

Finally, this Priority speaks to diversifying how we teach in an era of perpetual, universal learning.
Rather than acquiring static knowledge, the hallmark of education for the future is now
intellectual agility, adaptability, and knowing how to learn in any context. To meet this challenge
we will:
•
•
•
•
•

offer a wider range of credentials and flexible delivery options, from in-person to virtual,
to expand access to learning for diverse individuals at multiple stages of their lives and
careers
attain our goal of providing every student with an experiental learning opportunity,
regardless of program
create more physical and virtual capacity for active and collaborative learning, so that
students gain skills in working with others along with the joy of belonging to a learning
community, wherever they are located
encourage students to become lifelong learners with the curiosity, research and creative
skills, and habits of mind to continually question and update their own knowledge
enhance and update teaching and professional development supports for all instructors,
including tenure-stream and contract faculty as well as teaching assistants.
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Knowledge for the Future: From Creation to Application
AS CHANGE ACCELERATES AROUND US, WE AIM TO BE MORE RESPONSIVE TO OUR COMMUNITIES
BY GENERATING CRITICAL KNOWLEDGE AND WORKS OF ART, IDEAS AND INNOVATIONS THAT
ENGAGE MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES WHILE PROPELLING ONTARIO AS A GLOBAL KNOWLEDGEECONOMY LEADER.
We have laid out an ambitious agenda for the continued growth and application of our research,
scholarship, and creative activity in our Strategic Research Plan (SRP) 2018-2023: Towards New
Heights. We remain committed to this agenda, including in particular:
•
•
•

•

increasing the research participation of faculty and trainees at all levels across the
institution
accelerating growth in the number and diversity of our scholarly and artistic outputs and
research funding base
expanding the influence of our work through broadening and deepening our external
partnerships and engagement in the generation and sharing of knowledge and creative
works, and by fully implementing our Open Access Policy (2019) with leadership from our
York University Libraries
maximizing our impact by building on the success of Innovation York to expand student,
faculty, and community access to entrepreneurial programming and to increase our
innovation activities

Based on a thorough scan of activity across the University, the SRP mapped our established
research and creative strengths across six intersecting themes, in which we are demonstrating
national and international leadership:
Advancing Fundamental Inquiry and
Critical Knowledge
Building Healthy Lives, Communities, and
Environments
Forging a Just and Sustainable World

Analyzing Cultures and Mobilizing Creativity
Exploring and Interrogating the Frontiers of Science
and Technology
Integrating Entrepreneurial Innovation and the
Public Good

We will continue to grow and excel in these areas, with the help of investments that are already
underway in enhanced infrastructure and in supports for our faculty. These include consistent high
quality supports for individual investigators across the institution, as well as more focused
investments in large-scale, collaborative research programs that cross disciplines and often
borders with an array of partners. York University enters this UAP with an expanded cohort of
graduate students and post-doctoral fellows from Canada and around the world, who will both
participate in and accelerate this agenda.
The continued growth of our research and creative activities also demands that we support
scholarly communities in keeping with the theme of coming together. York’s excellence in interand transdisciplinary research is renowned and positions us for leadership in addressing the most
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complex and pressing issues of our times, such as those highlighted by the UN’s SDGs. During this
five year period, we will further cultivate thinking across disciplines through our Organized
Research Units and beyond, and find ways to infuse it deeply in student learning as well as in our
research and creative activities and output.
The SRP 2018-2023 identified five areas where York has a clear opportunity to achieve new levels
of research success in ways that bring a distinctively York perspective to addressing compelling
challenges of our time:

Exciting initiatives are already underway in each of these streams. Examples include a new Centre
for Indigenous Knowledges and Languages and our AI Taskforce, which is examining how York can
become a distinctive leader in research and teaching that engages critically and humanistically
with the development of technologies including artificial intelligence and machine learning.
Over the life of this UAP, we will continue to invest in these efforts in particular by implementing
our Faculty Complement Renewal Strategy, which calls for continued growth, renewal, and
diversification of our tenure-stream faculty complement, including the use of cluster hiring to
advance strategic priorities. This will also require focused efforts to meet current and future
research infrastructure needs, to provide mentorship for an incoming generation of scholars, and
to ensure that our faculty's research and creative outputs are disseminated ever more widely and
recognized both internally and externally.

From Access to Success: Next Generation Student Supports
WI T H MANY OF OUR ST UDE NT S FACI NG CURRE NT CHAL L E NGE S AND UNCE RT AI N
FUT UR E S, YO R K WI LL D EV O TE AD D I TI O NAL AT T E NT I O N T O SUP P OR T I NG ST UDE NT S O F
AL L BACKG ROUNDS AND CI RCUMST ANCE S T O COMP L E TE T HE I R ST UDI E S SUCCE SSFUL L Y
AND TO REALIZE THEIR FULL POTENTIALS.

A core value of York University since its inception has been to provide access to all eligible
students so that no talent is left behind. We serve large numbers of students who are new
Canadians, Black, Indigenous, racialized, from lower income backgrounds, or who are among the
first in their families to attend university. We are proud that our campuses teem with students of
diverse sexualities, abilities, nationalities, religions, political beliefs, and linguistic backgrounds.
Indeed, it is this vibrancy and promise that attract many people to come to York or to support our
work.
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We also recognize that many of our students may have substantial work and family commitments,
or face systemic barriers as part of the experience of belonging to a minority in society or at
university. As a large institution that has grown quickly, York also recognizes that we must reduce
the complexity of navigating our University in order to meet the needs of all of our students
whether graduate, undergraduate, or those engaged in continuing studies. We must commit to
being caring, proactive, responsive, reliable, and supportive as we provide an exceptional
experience that always goes above and beyond.
With progress already happening in many areas, we will redouble our efforts over the course of
this UAP to achieve positive change for our students in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

more seamless, timely, and reliable access to excellent academic and career advising, as
well as accessibility and other supports, through a combination of in-person service and
digital systems, including our recently launched Student Virtual Advisor
earlier feedback to students on their academic standing, and the use of data analytics to
enable proactive, early interventions for students who are struggling
more robust resources to assist international students with their distinctive needs
achievement of our Faculty Complement Renewal Strategy to diversify our faculty to better
reflect the makeup of our student body
enhanced opportunities for learning about Indigenous worldviews and the history of
Canada vis-à-vis Indigenous peoples
new systems to track our progress on improving outcomes for all of our students and
especially those from underrepresented groups

Advancing Global Engagement
YORK UNIVERSITY DRAWS PEOPLE FROM AROUND THE WORLD WHO SEEK TO LEARN
FROM EACH OTHER AND TO GAIN THE GLOBAL FLUENCIES NEEDED TO WORK LOCALLY
AND ACROSS BORDERS TOWARD A BETTER FUTURE.

More than ever, universities have a responsibility to contribute to positive change through global
cooperation and borderless education. York's reputation is strong in global languages and
internationally engaged research and teaching, with alumni and partners around the world. Our
Glendon campus provides a unique environment for cross-linguistic and cross-cultural teaching,
research, and dialogue. We have an eco-campus in Las Nubes, Costa Rica and offer global
management education at our campus in Hyderabad, India. In addition, we are embedded in one
of Canada's most multicultural and economically vibrant urban regions, where many employers
seek highly qualified personnel with a global orientation.
York University is launching an Internationalization and Global Engagement Strategy (2020), which
sets the stage for a new phase of development that will bring greater resources and coordination
to our efforts in this area and will reinforce our commitment to ethical internationalization. The
pan-university consultation informing this Strategy reinforces our values of integrity, reciprocity,
reflexivity, inclusivity, and sustainability in our international programs and activities. It sets an
agenda for action in four areas:
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•
•
•
•

global outlook and fluency informing curricula and global learning, while leveraging our
own diversity
global nature of research attracting international scholars and supporting international
collaborative research
robust recruitment of international students from a multitude of countries for whom we
create a nurturing and inclusive environment that supports their transitions to careers or
further study
communicating more actively, cultivating new partnerships, and fostering alumni
connectivity to expand our global reach and profile

York is committed to enhancing resources and activities in each of these four areas to support this
agenda. In addition, we will work with Universities Canada and other partners to ensure that York
can fully leverage new public investments such as the federally funded Outbound Student Mobility
Program.

Working in Partnership
Y O R K UNI VE R SI TY UND ER ST AND S T HAT B Y P AR T NE R I NG WI T H O T HE R E NTI T IE S AND
SECTORS WE GAIN VITAL INSIGHTS AND CAPACITY TO CREATE POSITIVE IMPACT FOR OUR
ST UDENTS, OUR CAMPUSES, AND OUR BROADER COMMUNITIES.

York has always embraced the view that we have much to learn from the communities we serve.
We are a longtime leader in community-engaged research, teaching, and civic action. Our
interactions with entrepreneurs and industry have grown exponentially in recent years with the
launch of Innovation York, YSpace in Markham, and several Faculty-based innovation hubs.
Through our Indigenous Framework, we are committed to engaging and supporting Indigenous
communities and recognizing the support they provide to York. We know from experience that by
working with other kinds of organizations we broaden our field of vision and increase our
collective problem-solving capacities, while offering our students valuable learning and career
opportunities.
Over the next five years, we will continue to build cross-sector and inter-community partnerships
that can serve as vital catalysts for positive change. As a university, we will model new and deeper
forms of collaboration with industry, government, alumni, donors, and community partners across
all of our campuses. Our students will deepen their understanding of their social responsibilities
and open their horizons to new and exciting career paths. Signature activities will include the
following:
•

developing with partners in Vaughan an integrated, interdisciplinary health precinct that
will serve the needs of a growing region, while creating synergies for health-related
research, teaching, and innovation
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•
•
•
•
•

establishing a UN-sponsored CIFAL 1 centre to provide cross-sectoral training and
development programs that will advance the UN SDGs
attracting partners to help realize the potential of our Keele campus Lands for Learning to
support both our academic mission and our social and environmental responsibilities
implementing York University’s social procurement policy, one of the first among Canadian
academic institutions, as part of our broader commitment to being an anchor institution
for the region
continuing to work with York's Indigenous Council to strengthen the Indigenous presence
on campus
connecting our entrepreneurship and innovation activities to the broader innovation
ecosystem of Ontario

Living Well Together
M AK I NG P O SIT I V E CHANG E R E QUI RE S T HAT AL L M E MB E R S O F O UR D I VE R SE CO M M UNIT Y
FE E L WE L COME D I NT O A SE NSE OF BE L ONG I NG , COMMON PURPOSE, AND SHARE D
R E SP O NSI B I L IT Y T O SUP PO R T AND E NR I CH E ACH O T HE R 'S WO R K .

Anishinaabe teachings refer to the gift of Mino Bimaaddiziwin or the Good Life. Given the scale
and breadth of York University, with many people engaging remotely or commuting some distance
to our campuses, and with 325,000 alumni living and working around the world, we must make a
conscious effort to know each other and to build a community reflective of this Good Life. Our
students, staff, and faculty have let us know that a stronger sense of connection, inclusion, and
wellbeing are among the key changes they are seeking in their daily experience of life at the
University. Our alumni are seeking more opportunities to remain engaged with the University.
In this UAP we reaffirm our commitment to open, transparent collegial governance and to
ensuring that we create opportunities and make space for all community members to have a voice
in shaping our collective future. In support of this Priority, we will also:
•
•
•
•

renew our physical environment with inspiring and humane natural and built spaces,
including an expanded Joan and Martin Goldfarb Art Gallery of York University within a
revitalized Harry Arthurs Common
enhance our virtual presence to offer compelling and intuitive ways to connect with the
University and build a broader, networked community of learning and mentorship
continue to implement mental health and wellbeing strategies, policies, and collective
actions that create supportive and empowering environments for all members of the
community
incorporate accessibility fully into our planning, keeping in mind the requirements under
the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act for all public and private institutions to
be fully accessible by 2025

CIFAL stands for Centre international de formation des autorités et leaders' (in English: International Training Centres
for Authorities and Leaders). The CIFAL Global Network aims to strengthen capacities of government officials and civil
society leaders to advance sustainable development: https://unitar.org/about/offices-training-centres-aroundworld/cifal-global-network.
1
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

amplify our purposeful efforts to foster dialogue, respect, kindness, empathy, and openmindedness to diverse points of view by actively implementing the recommendations of
the recently released Cromwell Report
optimize our Libraries as both physical and virtual spaces for scholarship, collaboration,
and community building
draw upon our strengths in the creative and performing arts to enrich social connection
and community pride
continue our actions to support reconciliation through our Indigenous Framework,
including additional Indigenous spaces and art works
intensify our systematic efforts to embed human rights, equity, diversity, and inclusion
training across the University
deepen our engagement and support for our vibrant network of alumni and donors
embrace a culture of service excellence, in which we all are responsible for supporting each
other's success

Answering the Call: A University-Wide Challenge to Contribute to the
UN Sustainable Development Goals

In addition to the six foundational Priorities above, members of our York University community
have expressed a strong desire to make a difference on compelling issues of our times.
Community members have highlighted a range of complex societal issues to which York is ideally
placed to contribute, given our commitment to social responsibility, our extensive network of
partnerships, and our excellence in thinking across disciplines. It is striking that most of the issues
that surfaced in these conversations are referenced in the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), a framework that calls on member countries to take urgent action in
seventeen areas that are critical to ensure peace and prosperity for people and the planet. The
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic has further underscored the urgency of this agenda.
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York University is already recognized as an international leader in SDG-relevant research, teaching,
partnerships, and campus practices. By challenging ourselves to deepen this work over the next
five years, and to track and report on our contributions, we reaffirm our longstanding York values
of social justice, equity, sustainability, and excellence in all that we do. This SDG Challenge will
galvanize our community in coming together to engage critically with the SDGs and to take
meaningful steps, both small and large, toward a more just and sustainable future.
Beginning in this 75th anniversary year of the United Nations, York’s SDG Challenge will be a panUniversity exercise to support and recognize a wide range of grassroots activities that may touch
on any of the Priorities in the Plan. These activities may be purely internal or they may engage
others from our nearest neighbourhoods to the farthest corners of the world. They may involve
fundamental inquiry and artistic creation, or seek immediate changes in skills, policies, aesthetic
practices, or behaviours. They may emanate from any academic discipline or administrative unit,
or spark new collaborations across different areas of the University. They might even involve some
friendly competition for a good cause. By supporting students, faculty, contract instructors, staff,
alumni, donors, and volunteers to come together for SDG-related learning and initiatives, we will
create leadership opportunities for our people and forge stronger relationships along the way. By
telling the story of our SDG-related work, we will build community pride and put a spotlight on the
qualities that make York University a truly unique and special place.
What will the York SDG Challenge mean in practice? Fully answering this question will require the
further engagement of the York community. The Challenge will be most successful if ideas for
how best to "answer the call" are crowd-sourced from all those who want to get actively involved
in the work. This suggests a bottom-up approach with an emphasis on personal initiative as well as
collaboration, educating ourselves and others, and building all of our skills and capacities for
acting meaningfully in relation to the Goals.
The University will provide a support infrastructure to facilitate groups coming together around
SDG-related projects or activities, to enable their work with a variety of resources, and to
document outcomes so that we can build engagement and convey to ourselves and others the
positive impact that we are having. The allocation of resources among the different SDGs and
among different activities will follow the evolving interests of the York community.
To take one obvious example, climate change is an area of strong interest and expertise at York,
crossing many disciplines and functions, and engaging multiple SDGs including #7 (Affordable and
Clean Energy), #11 (Sustainable Cities and Communities), #12 (Responsible Consumption and
Production) and #13 (Climate Action), as well as others. By drawing on existing reports and
information, we can generate a baseline understanding of how climate change is being addressed
through our academic curricula, research and creative activities, student clubs and extracurriculars, campus operations, local and international partnerships, innovation and
entrepreneurship programs, alumni engagement, capital planning, and other activities. This would
serve as a directory of ongoing intiatives that could benefit from more people getting involved, as
well as revealing opportunities to join forces or to create new initiatives. From here, a Convening
Group could be established, including both academic and professional staff leaders, with support
to organize launch events open to all interested members of the York community. Launch events
could be imagined in a host of different ways to generate ideas, share knowledge, and define
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projects of interest. Those who already have an idea could be invited to submit proposals through
an open call. As each year draws to a close, a culminating event could showcase accomplishments,
reset agendas, and invite new participants to join in next steps.
By furthering SDG-related work that intersects with the Priorities, our UAP highlights the
distinctive ethos of York as a University committed to shaping a better future for all.
Meeting the Challenges of Tomorrow
At York University we are renowned for the opportunities we offer students of all backgrounds, for
our progressive outlook and breakthrough achievements, and for our ability to reimagine the
possible. Over the past few months, fuelled by our passion to serve, we have demonstrated
tremendous fortitude as we have rallied together, innovated, and adapted, emerging stronger and
more resilient than ever. As we enter this next chapter, our UAP will provide an inspirational
compass to guide our choices and actions. Our hope is to enable every member of our community
to fulfill their potential and contribute their talents as we create positive change, locally and
globally, for our students, the communities we serve, and the world around us.
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